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In Summary 

So, it’s still over 340 days til the next Cheltenham festival.  I can’t spend all of that time pondering the 

likely make-up of the 2018 Champion Hurdle.  Thankfully the racing calendar is the gift that keeps on 

giving, and here comes the blessing/curse for all tipsters, the Aintree Grand National. 

If you wanted to pick a race on which to be annually judged by the casual punter you might not pick a 40 

runner cavalry charge over the biggest fences in racing.  That said, despite the inherent elements of 

randomness, it is actually a decent betting opportunity. 

Remember to follow all our daily tips, for Aintree, racing, golf, football and all sports at Lap Of The Odds, 

at our website, Twitter and Facebook. 

Please note, that to allow for excitement to build, we compile and distribute this guide prior to the final 

field being declared.  Historically the top 40 in the race are likely to hold their ground, but it is possible 

that a couple may withdraw.  We have included assessments of those horses that might make the field 

who currently aren’t in, but if there are any changes then be sure to note the names of the horses below 

(which won’t change) and not the racecard numbers (which might). 

OK, so a select few readers might like to pile through the extended write-up that follows – but most will 

just want to know the answer.  So here goes for a 1-2-3-4 for the 2017 Grand National: 

 

   

   

 

 

 

 

If you’d like to know why, then read on… 

 

1st:    Thunder and Roses   40/1 

2nd:   Vieux Lion Rouge   11/1 

3rd:   Blaklion     12/1  

4th:   The Last Samuri    16/1 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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The Race 

Four and a half miles, 30 huge fences and 40 runners – there is no race quite like the Aintree Grand 

National. 

 

                 

 

The race, the track, and the meeting has had a huge makeover since nearly folding in the mid-Seventies.  

I saw my first National in the flesh when West Tip won in 1985, by which time the fixture was 8 years 

into its recovery – you wouldn’t have known.  The stands were wooden and ramshackle, attendance was 

low until the National itself – but I didn’t care, it was my first National and I had the winner, how easy 

was that – the innocence of youth. 

I last attended a few years ago when Neptune Collonges won.  No winner for me that day – but what a 

meeting this now is.  The facilities are superb, the racing is top notch, and the crowds are huge – a little 

startling on “Ladies Day”, and a little too numerous on National Day perhaps, but great fun. 

The biggest transformation though is to the race itself.  Justly concerned by issues of animal welfare, 

there have been amendments to the course, with the flattening and raising of the landing area at 

Becher’s Brook being the most profound.   

The changes to the fences themselves have been the most impactful.  These fences used to have solid 

wooden pole cores, dressed in birch, which allowed a small margin for brushing across the top, but get 

any lower and there would be no escape.  Now the inner core is a hardened plastic.  It still represents a 

jumping challenge, but the fences are much more merciful to a slightly low trajectory. 

Since 1990, 75% of all fallers in the race come to grief at one of the first 6 fences (mostly on the first 

circuit).  The first fence and the sixth (Becher’s) claim the most with just over 20% each.  This is due to 

the speed of the race in its early stages and the cluttered field of 40 runners.  If you are clear over 

Becher’s on the first circuit, you can usually hope to cheer your horse all the way to the line. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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The Trends 

This used to be a race with very well defined trends – the Goldilocks approach usually did the trick.  The 

winner was not too old, not too young; not too much weight, not too little; not too long in the betting, 

not too short.  In fact, anything around 14/1 to 25/1 aged 8-11, carrying 10st 5 to 11st would narrow 

down most National fields. 

You will still see trend followers clinging to historical norms, but the redesign of the course has been a 

real trend-buster, and taking only recent years into account you can pretty much draw a line through 

the value of trend analysis. 

 

 

Mon Mome’s 100/1 win in 2009 started a trend-busting run of results since course changes came into 

play.  Did I back him?  Of course I did…..the year before when he was 10th at 28/1…. 

 

Until 2009, only 2 of the previous 25 winners carried 11st or more, since then its 5 out of 8.  You could 

argue that the handicapper’s tactics are seeing more runners carrying such weights and that the easier 

course makes for a more class-driven outcome.  I’d simply say that the cumulative effect of the changes 

is to open the race up to any weight band. 

We’ve had dodgy jumpers like Aurora’s Encore and Pineau De Re prevail, and the average SP of the last 

10 years has been 33/1 – it was 14/1 for the previous 10 years.  That tells us the market is finding it 

harder to identify the winner – again a symptom of the breaking of old trends. 

There are no longer any hard and fast rules.  Winners now come from anywhere. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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The Runners 

1.     THE LAST SAMURI             

He ran a gallant race in 2nd last year and returns off a mark 12lbs higher. He showed his liking for the 

course when running a blinder off a mark just 2lbs lower than this in the Becher chase here in 

November.  That run suggests he can be competitive off this lofty rating.  He looks certain to give of his 

best again.  For all of his Red-Rum like love of the track, top weight looks a little bit on the high side. He’s 

quite likely to finish in or near the frame, but a winner off this rating looks a bit too much to ask. 

2.      MORE OF THAT         

This horse promised to be a new superstar when he beat Annie Power in a World Hurdle.  As is so often 

the case, injury led to loss of form, and he looked likely to be the horse who never was until something 

of a mini-revival this year, culminating in a good 6th in the Gold Cup. A mark of 157 look reasonable in 

light of that Cheltenham run.  He is another who can be less than fluent over his obstacles.  That may 

not be the problem it once was now that the fences are softer, although his recent unseat at the last at 

Leopardstown is obviously worrying. 

3.     SHANTOU FLYER         

This horse has been something of a revelation since joining Rebecca Curtis at the start of the season.  He 

won a competitive Cheltenham handicap, and followed with a respectable 4th back there in January and 

a reasonable, if distant, runner-up to Cue Card in a grade 1 at Ascot.  All those runs were at 2m4f.  There 

used to a theory that a 2m4f horse was a good match for the National.  I think that harked back to the 

good old days of “hunting around” for the first lap before racing properly in the second lap.  Those 

tactics are more a thing of the past now the course redesign has reduced the challenge and allowed for 

a strong racing pace from the get-go.  As such, a good horse, but one running 2 miles too far. 

4.    PERFECT CANDIDATE        

Whilst watching this fella win a New Year’s Day handicap at Cheltenham off a mark of 134, I would never 

have guessed he would be a National candidate off a 22lb higher mark just 15 months later.  He has 

been progressive, clearly, but his win last time was in the relatively shallow waters of a veterans chase 

and his mark has suffered again as a result.  He is a very sound jumper and I can see him taking well to 

this course and the nature of the race.  I wouldn’t be surprised if he made the top 10, but like so many of 

us, he is probably a stone or more above a decent racing weight. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
https://www.facebook.com/Lapoftheodds-1213180435461315/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel
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5.     SAPHIR DU RHEU         

This is another horse who looked like early promise would give way to disappointment.  This season, 

however, he has seemed much improved and that was highlighted by an excellent 5th in the Cheltenham 

Gold Cup.  On that run alone, he beat More of That by over 3 lengths and is 1lb better off.  Indeed, he 

was only 3 lengths behind Native River, which represents putting that horse in this race off around 11st 

7lb – which would undoubtedly be a short priced favourite.  There is something about Saphir that 

doesn’t catch the betting public – he was overpriced at Cheltenham and he could be over-priced here 

again.  He won well at Aintree (regular fences) as a novice, and although he disappointed last year that 

was in the context of a poor year as a whole.  He could go well. 

6.      ROI DES FRANCS         

This fella has flattered to deceive on a few occasions but has ultimately been a little disappointing.  His 

form looked to be tailing off this year until a new set of blinkers and a step down in class saw him 

outstay some inferior rivals last time out.  You never know what a win can do for a horse’s confidence, 

but I suspect that these huge fences and 40 runners would be enough to daunt a bang-in-form horse let 

alone one tentatively recapturing past glories.  The connections, Gigginstown and Michael O’Leary, 

made a big song and dance at the weights, withdrawing their 3 highest rated horses in protest at what 

they felt was unfair treatment of Irish runners being rated above their domestic ratings.  That protest 

looked a little hollow when 7 of the 10 Cheltenham festival handicaps were won by Irish runners, all 

competing off marks similarly higher than their Irish ratings.  It may be significant that they didn’t 

withdraw all their runners – although I don’t think Roi Des Francs is necessarily the one to focus on from 

their remaining entries. 

7.       WOUNDED WARRIOR        

Turn the clock back two years and this horse looked every inch a National horse in the making when 

staying on into 3rd in the RSA chase behind Don Poli, and 2nd at Punchestown behind Valseur Lido.  It 

looks like injury may have played a part however (a wounded warrior in more than name), as he 

managed just two runs last season, whilst this season’s efforts show a steady decline.  He has the 

inherent class that I wouldn’t entirely write off a return to form, but at the weights he has a lot to find 

with a few of these on recent form. 

8.       WONDERFUL CHARM        

This is a formerly high class chaser who has dipped down into the shallow waters of hunter chasing this 

season.  In truth, this one’s form figures are a little flattering – as The Floyd put it, he’s traded a walk on 

part in the war for a lead role in a cage.  He got his beloved quick ground at Cheltenham and ran an 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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unusual race for a horse whose best form had been at shorter trips, looking to get outpaced just when 

you would expect his speed to kick in, and then staying on well up the hill just when you would expect 

his stamina to run out.  He pulled up about 2/3 of the way around last year when the ground would have 

been far too soft.  He still looks a little high in the weights here – but he may well get his ground this 

time, and that Cheltenham run at least hinted at unexpected reserves of stamina. 

9.       TENOR NIVERNAIS        

This horse has a good free-wheeling running style that could be very well suited to this race.  He has 

tended to give his best running where there is cut in the ground.  Very consistent around Cheltenham, 

he has put up some career defining efforts in victory at Ascot.  Now that he is handicapped on those 

best Ascot runs, he has to show he can improve yet further for these conditions.  Previous Aintree form 

is not exactly compelling, and he may need it very soft on the day to defy this handicap mark. 

10.       BLACKLION         

Trainer Nigel Twiston-Davies is no stranger to Grand National success, and it could be significant that he 

has targeted this horse at this race, and bypassed Cheltenham in the process.  The winner of last year’s 

RSA chase at Cheltenham, he would have an outside claim in the Gold Cup.  Instead he comes straight 

here and the booking of top jockey Noel Fehily is a definite plus.  He’s not an overly big horse and these 

fences may be a challenge on softer ground, but on a decent surface he can expect to go well.  He is 

closely match on form with both Definitely Red, and Vieux Lion Rouge who beat him last time at 

Haydock.  That was a great race, but Vieux has the advantage of proven course form which may just be 

enough to suggest Blaklion will be held here.  Nonetheless, a major contender. 

11.       DROP OUT JOE         

This horse arrives here very much under the radar – you could be tempted to wonder how a horse with 

such a low profile ends up weighted somewhere between Blaklion and Vieux Lion Rouge.  Trainer 

Charlie Longsdon may be asking the same question.  To be fair, he has some good wins to his name 

when the ground is riding good, as it may well do here.  His win last time at Uttoxeter was decent, albeit 

those Summer races sometimes don’t take much winning.  Of greater concern, would be two wide 

margin defeats at Ayr and Sandown on the two occasions that he has contested this class of race over 

extreme distances.  That wouldn’t suggest he is ready to spring a surprise here. 

12.       LE MERCURY         

Poor old Le Mercury seems to be used as something of a negative yardstick.  His defeat of Bristol de Mai 

at Ayr last year was a clear sign that horse had underperformed (even though he has been very good 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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since), his close second to Many Clouds here in December was a sign of a modest race (even though the 

winner then beat Thistlecrack), and his close second to Native River at Newbury was a sure sign that 

horse wasn’t Gold Cup class (even though a ran a mighty race in the Gold Cup on quick ground).  Just 

maybe all those signs should be re-read that Le Mercury is capable – particularly on a flat left handed 

track and decent ground, of running up to the fringe of top class.  That would make his rating here very 

workable and interesting.  A bigger concern would be no win beyond 2m4f, and for all that I can see him 

going well until the turn for home, he will surely find the run-in a bit too far.  Interesting though, and 

probably a little over-priced. 

13.     THE YOUNG MASTER        

This horse has had a lenient run with the handicapper.  Last season he ran a good third at the 

Cheltenham festival off 149 – was then amazingly dropped a pound to 148, and duly won the big end of 

season Bet365 Gold Cup.  Bizarrely, winning a £85k 20-runner handicap was only deemed worthy of a 

2lb rise to 150, and after 3 quiet runs this season he is now back on the 148 mark off which he won the 

Bet365.  Most other horses would expect to be 5 or 6lbs higher, and this horse ran a good 6th last time 

back at the Cheltenham Festival and has a decent chance on the numbers.  He did crash out with a tired 

looking fall over this course in the Becher Chase in November, but that looked more fatigue than 

technique. 

14.      CAUSE OF CAUSES        

This horse completed a hat-trick of festival wins when adding the Cross Country to his previous Kim Muir 

and National Hunt chase wins.  He really stays well and comes good in the Spring.  This course doesn’t 

take as much jumping as it used to, and he could well bring his undoubted stamina into play.  He was a 

well beaten 7th in this 2 years ago, but he would have only been 7 then, pretty young for this test.  He 

can be expected to run a lot better this time and will be a danger to all if on contention turning for home 

as the evidence of this festival hat-trick shows, the further he goes the better he gets.  A mark of 150 

now leaves him officially 5lbs well-in compared to his adjusted rating and he looks a real contender for 

the in-form Elliott stable. 

15.      REGAL ENCORE         

From a promising young horse, Regal Encore has turned into a right old rogue.  His last ten racecourse 

appearances comprise one fall, six pulled-ups, a close 2nd and two wins.  That’s all-or-nothing racing.  

Whilst some “characters” can take to the unusual challenge of Aintree, most revert to type and sulk.  If 

Regal Encore did put his best hoof forward then the form of his recent win at Ascot, or his 2nd to 

Pleasant Company at Punchestown would give him a chance, albeit he is handicapped poorly on those 

efforts, so would need to dig deeper again.  A mercurial sort – don’t give up if you draw him in the work 

sweepstake, but possibly not one to risk with cash. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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16.      VIEUX LION ROUGE        

This horse had an audacious pop at this race as a 7 year old novice last season and actually ran a very 

creditable 7th.  He jumped off near the back that day, a justly cautious tactic on a novice, but once he 

found a rhythm he jumped really well to bring himself into contention before fading late on.  Since then 

he showed his liking for the course when getting up for a last gasp win in the Becher chase here in 

November, and then followed up with a gritty win over Blaklion at Haydock in February.  That last win 

came after the weights for this race were framed, and if the handicapper had the chance to do it all 

again he would give him an extra 10lbs.  That shows how well-in the horse is, and that combined with 

the proven course form has catapulted him to the top of the betting.  He clearly has to go very close. 

17.        DEFINITLY RED         

Now this is a horse of much promise.  If you discount a couple of disappointments at Cheltenham, he 

has been very consistent on flatter tracks.  He has form that ties in with Blaklion and Vieux Lion Rouge 

that suggests the weights here are reasonable, and his wide margin win last time over The Last Samuri 

was too late to impact his rating but showed him to be in flying form.  He is certainly one of the squad of 

younger horses coming to this race with an eye-catching chance.  He is generally a good jumper albeit he 

fell late on when looking beaten at Haydock – a trick he also pulled at Cheltenham last year.  This will be 

a severe test of stamina, and if he starts to get a little low at fences late on that won’t help him.  A very 

big chance on the book – I marginally prefer the claims of classmates Blaklion and Vieux Lion Rouge. 

18.         UCELLO CONTI         

This guy was a good 6th last year in his first crack at the race.  He was another good 4th behind Vieux Lion 

Rouge in the Becher chase here, and now returns off a useful 4lb lower mark than in last year’s race.  

Add in the magic ingredient of can-do-no-wrong trainer Gordon Elliott and there is clearly a compelling 

case to be made.  He is 6lbs better off with Vieux for that December run, and has put up 3 bold shows in 

Irish handicaps since.  Having jumped around here twice he is an obvious contender to feature in the 

finish.  I think he may get run out of it on the run-in, but hard to keep out of the top half dozen. 

19.         DOUBLE SHUFFLE        

Double Shuffle is just a 7-year-old, and as such would be an unlikely winner of this at such a young age.  

He showed most of his best form at 2m4f before stepping up the last twice and running well over 3 

miles at Kempton.  This will be a much stiffer test that the relatively sharp Kempton track, and for all 

that he has youthful promise it would be a surprise if he stayed well enough to upset the more 

established contenders.  I would prefer, this year at least, to see him switch to the regular fences where 

he could go well in the 3 mile handicap just before the National. 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
https://twitter.com/Lapoftheodds
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20.         HOUBLON DES OBEAUX       

It feels like this old regular has been around since Arkle, but he is still only 10.  His form has 

characteristic lulls punctuated by sudden bursts of improvement, and his handicap rating has something 

of a roller-coaster look to it as a result.  The bad news for supporters is that the weights for this were 

framed in the midst of one of his roller-coaster drops and a mark of 149 would be 142 if rated today.  

The good news is that any of his sudden form hikes would be good enough to defy 149 anyway.  He may 

prefer a bit of cut in the ground these days, but he could well bowl along near the front and out-run 

some fancy odds. 

21.         PLEASANT COMPANY        

It may look like this horse is going to be ridden by the invisible man, but actually we don’t know his 

colours yet as he is due to be sold at Aintree in an auction during race week.  Anyone forking out what is 

likely to be a princely sum, will do so knowing that they have Willie Mullins and Ruby Walsh on their 

side.  Ruby gave this horse a peach of a ride last time when ghosting home as if invisible with a well-

timed late run.  He shouldn’t need to use such tactical nuance here, and that win came after these 

weights were framed, so the horse looks well handicapped.  Decent ground is likely to help.  If you fancy 

him, don’t be put off by his owner and long time racing fan choosing to sell.  He’s a second hand car 

dealer and he knows the value of a sale.  A big contender. 

22.          ONE FOR ARTHUR        

A Scottish challenger and one with a very legitimate claim.  He has burst on the scene this year and 

showed his worth in the Becher chase when a gallant 4th behind Vieux Lion Rouge having been badly 

behind at times in the race.  With that under his belt, he could be expected to improve and contend with 

the three ahead of him that day who are all Aintree regulars.  He won a valuable Warwick race in 

January in the style of a progressive horse, unfortunately that hasn’t escaped the attentions of the 

handicapper and unlike some of his rivals he showed his hand prior to these weights being framed.  That 

means he is in the unfortunate position of being 4lbs worse off with Vieux Lion Rouge despite being 

beaten by him over this course.  I don’t want to get too mathematical with that, as a different tactical 

approach could have yielded a different outcome that day, and this horse is clearly on the improve.  He 

has to have a great chance, especially if the ground doesn’t dry out too much. 

23.          BALLYNAGOUR         

Here’s another from the old rogue’s gallery.  This horse first burst on the scene as a well backed 

Cheltenham festival favourite only to burst a blood vessel – he put that straight by being one of the 

easiest festival winners the next year.  He has decent form on occasions on tracks like this, albeit mostly 

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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at 2m4f and 3m.  Now in the veteran stage he is getting increasingly more inconsistent and has pulled 

up the last three runs.  He was getting behind when tipping up in this race last year, and for all that he 

has the odd glimpse of glory it would be a shock if he was able to do it here.  That said, conditions will be 

ideal (well for 3 miles at least). 

24.          O’FAOLAIN’S BOY        

Now we don’t want to incur the wrath of trainer Rebecca Curtis by suggesting that the rogues keep on 

coming, but there is no doubt that O’Faolain’s Boy is something of an all-or-nothing type.  He looked 

very promising when pipping Smad Place in the RSA chase at Cheltenham a couple of years ago, but it 

has been a mostly disappointing run since then after injury intervened.  A win at Newbury last season 

and a dashing effort at the front of last year’s Gold Cup until the 3rd last hint that some of that class is 

still there, but two pulled-up efforts in his last two show the other side of the coin.  I have always felt he 

could be a National type as he has the running style and could go well on decent ground, I would though 

need more recent form to justify supporting him in such a competitive race. 

25.          HIGHLAND LODGE        

This horse finally gets a chance to show what he can do in this race.  He won the 2015 Becher Chase but 

a mark of 137 was not enough to get him in the National.  He looked likely to repeat his Becher win off 

137 in December until wandering late on with a clear lead and getting pipped by Vieux Lion Rouge.  The 

handicapper raised him to 140 after that but awarded a discretionary extra 8lbs in the weights in order 

to help ensure such an Aintree favourite makes the race.  That has certainly secured his spot, but at 

what cost?  That higher rating means he has to improve again to reverse the Becher form which looks 

unlikely aged 11.  Also, both Becher runs looked close to the end of his stamina and this extra mile and a 

quarter may not suit him as well as some rivals.  Good to see him race, and he will bowl along at the 

front, but I will be surprised if he is able to last the whole way home. 

26.          BISHOPS ROAD        

Trainer Kerry Lee specialises in these staying chasers.  She acquired this horse from Ireland early in 2016 

and quickly won a couple of valuable staying prizes in the mud.  His end of season didn’t go quite to plan 

with a first fence departure over these obstacles followed by another first fence exit at Sandown.  His 

form this season has not reached the heights of last year.  That means his rating is getting workable 

again, but the ground here is unlikely to be in his favour and the memory of that one-fence-and-gone 

effort last year hardly breeds confidence. 

27.          LORD WINDERMERE        

http://www.lapoftheodds.com/
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Here is a Cheltenham Gold cup winner, 10 runs later and he is in a National off just 147.  Well the story 

there is 3 years of injury plagued runs, and a seeming loss of form.  He showed first time out this year 

that he can still compete, but its fair to say his runs since have been very disappointing.  He pulled up in 

this race a couple of years ago, but he might get his good ground for the first time since that Gold Cup.  

It wouldn’t be the biggest shock to see him run well, but I think i’ll pass. 

28.           SAINT ARE         

The National history is peppered with horses who run well in it every year without winning.  Older heads 

will remember Greasepaint, Spanish Steps, The Tsarevich, younger heads perhaps State of Play, Cappa 

Bleu.  Well add to that list Saint Are.  His 9th, 2nd and pulled up doesn’t quite rival those predecessors 

quite yet, but he has room to add.  He fell at the first here in December, but was back to top form last 

time out when a staying on 2nd.  He will love the conditions and looks set to run a really good race.  It 

shouldn’t be enough to win, but there will be worse each-way options. 

29.           VICENTE         

At the start of the season this was one on my National short-list.  He came off the back of a good 

Cheltenham Festival run to win the Scottish national and all looked set fair for this year.  It has not been 

the case.  His 4 runs this season have yet to see him capture his best, and for all that he has slipped back 

to a friendly looking handicap mark he needs to hope that trainer Nicholls can peak him on ground he 

should like.  The bookies are not giving much away given the horse’s high profile and I haven’t seen 

enough to follow my start of season instincts. 

30.           JUST A PAR         

Another for trainer Paul Nicholls.  He showed what he is capable of when narrowly beaten in last year’s 

Bet365 chase at Sandown.  He also showed great stamina to run down a field of veterans at Newbury 

last time having looked well held.  He didn’t really seem to enjoy this race last year, and another year 

older it is hard to see why he will do so much better this time.  He has always looked like a National 

horse, but the chances are he isn’t.  He’s another up for sale – so check for last minute colour changes. 

31.           MEASUREOFMYDREAMS       

When he was trained last season by Willie Mullins (before another fit of Michael O’Leary pique saw him 

remove all his horses from Mullins), this horse ran a blinder in 3rd behind Minella Rocco and Native River 

in the 4 mile chase at Cheltenham.  If we knew he was in that form we would be in business, but 

unfortunately he has had just the two runs this season and they have been mostly disappointing.  There 

was perhaps a glimmer at Cheltenham last time even though he was eventually very well beaten.  That 
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glimmer will have needed to have been nurtured into something special in the 3 weeks since.  Not 

impossible, but not very likely either. 

32.           RAZ DU MAREE        

This old fella has had to wait 3 years to come back here having finished 8th in the 2014 race.  He may be 

getting on but he is still a very capable stayer.  He was 2nd in last year’s Midlands National and an 

excellent 2nd in the Welsh National when by far the closest to Native River.  He could be interesting but I 

think I would want to see some rain for him.  He was well beaten in a good ground Scottish National and 

I would worry that it will be happening a bit too fast for him here if we get a decent surface.  I’ll literally 

take a rain-check. 

33.           STELLAR NOTION        

This is exactly the kind of front-running bold jumping runner that will give jockey and backers alike about 

6 minutes of excitement.  The race of course lasts 9 minutes and therein lies the issue.  The horse will 

get his ground, he will relish the fences, and he is in good form – but surely all his runs to date suggest 

that the Canal Turn on the second lap is about as far as he will enjoy.  Maybe he will just pump along on 

adrenaline – if you can back him to lead at Bechers 2nd time around then do so.  I am not so sure I can 

back him to be as prominent after 4m4f. 

34.           PENDRA         

Good friend of Lap of the Odds, John, will undoubtedly be backing 20 or more here given his never-

ending faithfulness to old favourites.  One we know he will back is Pendra as I recall seeing him with 

head in hands after backing this to win the Kim Muir at Cheltenham last time only to get nabbed in the 

last 50 yards by a huge outsider.  That may well have been Pendra’s day, I would consider it doubtful 

that he can raise his game again so soon after.  He has won first time out in 4 of 6 seasons, and the Kim 

Muir would have made that 5 from 6.  Best fresh, he is likely to be off colour here. 

35.           ROGUE ANGEL         

This horse comes here as the reigning Irish National winner.  That has been a rich seam of National 

winners in the past.  On form figures he may look an unlikely candidate to keep up that tradition, but 

then he was an unlikely winner at Fairyhouse to begin with.  His form since has been impressively 

rubbish.  By that I mean he has been well beaten, but I keep seeing something there that suggests 

another surprise is not far away.  He is 10lbs better off with Vieux Lion Rouge on Becher chase running – 

that won’t close 60 lengths, but that looked very much a sighter for Rogue Angel and he took to the 

fences well.  Although soundly beaten, he has shown up well in two strong Irish handicaps since and 
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there is no finer man than Mouse Morris to have him prepped for his big day.  He sneaks into the race, 

and could sneak into the frame. 

36.           COCKTAILS AT DAWN        

Once promising, this horse has lost its way with 2 falls and 2 pulled-ups in its last 5 runs.  I don’t think 

this is the course for him to find that old form, and he was an early faller over these fences at the 

meeting last year.  He will appreciate a drying surface, but that is just about the end of the good news.   

37.           THUNDER AND ROSES        

He won the Irish National in 2015, beating Rule The World, last year’s Aintree hero.  Thunder and Roses 

has been running well since and on his running with Pleasant Company 2 runs ago would have a chance 

of beating that horse here.  He bowled along in front that day, and also ran well in the Leinster National 

from a prominent position.  Those tactics should suit this race, the ground should suit, and of all those 

lurking at a low profile this is the one that has both relevant winning form (back at Fairyhouse) and a 

reasonable level of recent form.  The best of the lightweights, and possibly the one to watch.  He has 

been under the radar until just making the cut, and I am not sure the bookies have quite captured his 

winning chance. 

38.           GAS LINE BOY         

This old stager loves to bowl along in front – and indeed did so in the National 2 years ago, all the way to 

the first fence!!  If he gets soft ground then he is at his best, however there will be plenty of competition 

for the lead in this race, and that previous fall shakes confidence.  At best, he could have a merry time 

up front for a lap and a half, but it is hard to see him winning. 

39.           GOODTOKNOW        

Another of trainer Kerry Lee’s doughty stayers.  This guy has good form with market leader One For 

Arthur at Warwick.  A subsequent win at Hereford in the mud was probably his highlight of the year, 

more worrying being his pulled up at Haydock behind Vieux Lion Rouge when jumping ponderously.  

He’ll need to be much bolder to hold a position around here and the suspicion is that he will lack the 

class to go the racing pace in anything but the soggiest of ground. 

40.           LA VATICANE         

This David Pipe trained mare had been running consistently before pulling up at last month’s 

Cheltenham festival.  She didn’t get much luck in running that day and it may be best to ignore the run.  
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Of far more relevance are two decent runs over the course over shorter distances in the last 12 months.  

Those show that she has every chance of jumping around again, the issue would be the weak finishing 

effort, which does not augur will for this more extreme test. 

 

Only the top 40 will run, but in the event that one or two of the above withdraw before Saturday, then 

these are the next two in line: 

41.           DOCTOR HARPER        

Another for David Pipe. This horse has often promised to deliver on the big stage.  He has twice been 

prepared for the Kim Muir at the Cheltenham Festival – this year finishing a reasonable staying on 7th.  I 

suspect better ground might suit him, and he is not impossibly handicapped if he squeezes into the race.  

He has never struck me as the most athletic of jumpers, and the fences would be a significant worry.  All 

that said he definitely has ability. 

42.           BLESS THE WINGS        

Another for Gordon Elliott.  This horse has become something of a cross country specialist in recent 

years, and ran well again in the big cross country race at Cheltenham.  An 8lb turnaround with winner 

Cause of Causes for 9 lengths entitles him to finish close to that well fancied horse, and he showed in 

being pipped in last year’s Irish National that he can compete outside the cross country arena.  I have 

never been wholly sure of his jumping, but were he to squeeze in then there would be worse each way 

picks. 
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